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the newest hindi movie commando is released on december 22, 2018, with the running
time of 3 hours and 5 minutes. the movie is directed by kushal chakravarthy and the music

is given by anirudh ravichander. the actors of the movie are vijay deverakonda, rana
daggubati, tiger shroff, and many others. the movie will be released on the theaters on

december 26, 2018. the movie is a comedy-action film and the story is about a few
terrorists who take over a village and it was finally destroyed by a group of commando

rangers. in the southern part of india, after operation vijay, several groups of commandos
were trained to fight the terrorist in the fields and forests. now, as the commandos have

become more effective, they are doing their job in the city as well. commando was
released on the theaters on december 26, 2018 and since then, the movie was very well
received by the critics and audience. the movie was also successful at the box office and
earned around 75 million. the movie is directed by kushal chakravarthy and the music is

given by anirudh ravichander. the commando came into existence and the film was written
by r. narayana murthy. the film is produced by shelly dunder and the director of

photography is ashish varma. the music is given by anirudh ravichander. the latest hindi
movie commando is released on december 22, 2018, with the running time of 3 hours and
5 minutes. the movie is directed by kushal chakravarthy and the music is given by anirudh
ravichander. the actors of the movie are vijay deverakonda, rana daggubati, tiger shroff,

and many others. 5ec8ef588b
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